
Fitness classes
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AB BLAST A gym-based full body workout with focus on the 
abdominal muscles. Suitable for all fitness levels and abilities.
BODY BLAST An all-round workout improving your fitness 
involving weights and body weight exercises.
CIRCUITS A total body workout made up of station-based 
exercises which will improve your fitness fast.
CORE CONDITIONINGCORE CONDITIONING A full body workout to tighten and 
condition the core. Suitable for all fitness levels and abilities.
FIGHTING FIT A unique system utilising cutting edge 
conditioning and fat burning techniques that create muscle 
and tone whilst stripping away fat. Inspired by mixed martial 
arts such as boxing, kick boxing and taekwondo.
FUNCTIONAL WORFUNCTIONAL WORKOUT A class within our Wellness area 
building muscle as well as working on stamina to achieve a 
more complete workout. Test your speed on various functional 
exercises including slam ball, kettlebells and battle ropes.

KETTLEBELLS A strength, endurance and cardiovascular class 
using kettlebell weights. This class will work every muscle in your 
body, improve your fitness, develop your stabiliser muscles and 
make your body work harder - burning more calories. Suitable 
for all abilities as the instructor will tailor the exercise to suit your 
fitness level.
LBTLBT A low impact class perfect for working on your lower body 
strength. All abilities welcome.
PRIME MOVERS A low impact aerobic circuit class for people 
aged 50+.
SENCIO CSENCIO CYCLE A high intensity cycle session, designed to 
challenge the rider’s cardiovascular capacity and develop 
quick recovery. A great workout for all fitness levels, burning lots 
of calories. All abilities welcome.
YYOGA A class to stretch and flex the body including breathing 
awareness, relaxation and meditation. Suitable for anti/post 
natal and during pregnancy (please notify the instructor before 
the class starts).
ZUMBA® A dance based fitness class for all abilities with its
infectious music, easy to follow dance moves, and body
beautifying benefits.


